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I n d u st ry  To o l k i t
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BACKGROUND + IMPORTANCE
Colorado is the place where winter is cause for exhilaration and celebration. It’s where 
visitors from across the world find all kinds of ways to play in snow and ice, seek inspiration  
in stunning winter vistas and relax in the afterglow of chilly adventures. It’s where people  
find ways not just to hibernate, but to come alive in the cold.

Last year as the Colorado Tourism Office (CTO) explored ways to unify the tourism  
industry around a shared winter message, it became clear that the tagline used for the 
previous five seasons, “America’s Best Skiing”, had few fans. Many expressed that the line 
was one-dimensional and fell short of expressing the true superiority of Colorado’s winter.

With the support and input of the ski industry and winter destinations, the CTO set on a  
path to create a winter rallying cry that could be adopted into marketing messages across 
the state.  We brought together destination and resort leaders to share their insights, ideas 
and thoughts about the distinctive nature of Colorado’s winter.

The outcome was “Snow’s Perfect State,” a line crafted by CTO’s agency of record Karsh 
Hagan. In just three words, this statement claims the high ground for Colorado’s winter. It is 
intentionally open-ended and multi-dimensional to capture the full range of winter enjoyment 
and the undeniable superlatives in the place where winter makes people feel alive.

We invite you to join us in adopting “Snow’s Perfect State” in your winter communications.
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WHAT WE LEARNED  
ABOUT COLORADO WINTER

Because winter lovers cannot live on snow alone. What’s underneath that magical 
white fluffiness matters, too.

At a time when people want to collect experiences rather than objects, Colorado’s 
diversity of terrain, towns, culture and history generates authentic winter experiences 
that are themselves as unique as snowflakes.

What makes Colorado snow special is the scale and grandeur of the mountainous 
state it falls on. The vast charms of the varied towns it blankets. The sunny skies that 
make it sparkle. The myriad and magical ways to enjoy life.

Love snow? Imagine how great it will be in its perfect state.

””““THERE IS NO MARKET REACTION LIKE
THAT OF SKIERS TO SNOW.

””““WHAT MAKES COLORADO SNOW SPECIAL 
IS THE AMAZING STATE IT FALLS ON.

- Matt Skinner Key Insight
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INTRODUCING
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I AM AN UNDENIABLE INSPIRATION
          ENCOURAGING LIFELONG MEMORIES,

ADVENTURES AND A FEELING UNLIKE ANY OTHER.

I AM THE PERFECT PLACE FOR WHITE FLAKES TO FALL.
           COVERING MAJESTIC PEAKS,
     CREATING MAGICAL VIEWS,
         AND UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCES.

I HAVE THE PERFECT PEOPLE WHO TAKE JOY IN POW DAYS,
         BLUEBIRD SKIES AND WINTER FUN.
        WHO CARE ABOUT MY WELL-BEING
  AND ADVOCATE FOR MY FUTURE.

  I HAVE A MOUNTAIN TOWN SPIRIT,
                BURSTING WITH PERSONALITY,
     FILLING THE STREETS WITH A LIVELINESS
    YOU WON’T FIND ANYWHERE ELSE.

           I AM COLORADO.
                   FIND SNOW’S PERFECT STATE.

INTERNAL MANTRA

SNOW’S PERFECT STATE™ text and logo are a trademark of the Colorado Tourism Office in the United States.
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SNOW’S PERFECT STATE
LOCKUP

To introduce our shared new winter tagline, Snow’s 
Perfect State, we created a mark that reflects 
what makes our state so special in winter — our 
extraordinary snow, but more importantly, the place 
it falls upon.

There are three bands in Colorado’s state flag. The 
middle portion is white and symbolizes the snow 
that falls on our landforms. Our mark was created 
to be as white as snow to reflect that portion of our 
flag and incorporates the flag to make it clear that 
Snow’s Perfect State is only in Colorado.

The Snow’s Perfect State lockup is comprised of a 
bounding box and slanted lettering. This is meant to 
evoke a sense of steep elevation and the slopes of 
our mountains.

This will be the anchor for all of the Colorado 
Tourism Office winter campaign collateral.

The alignment and proportions should never be 
altered. No alternate versions should be created.

Stacked  Lockup 

Hor izonta l  Lockup
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Hor izonta l  LockupStacked  Lockup
KNOCKED OUT MARK USAGE

ARCTIC BLUE MARK USAGE

The mark is intentionally designed to have 
lettering that has been knocked out to allow for 
the background to show through. This emphasizes 
the importance of each experience to be had in 
Snow’s Perfect State.

We have created a version with arctic blue 
lettering, reflecting our bluebird days. This mark 
should be used in instances where the knocked 
out mark and the background image do not have 
enough contrast between each other and use of 
the knocked-out mark would affect readability.
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TALKING POINTS
SUPPORT(OR REASONING OR PROOF POINTS) FOR SNOW’S PERFECT STATE

1. Our winter weather is unbeatable, filled with bright blue skies and sunny days.

2. Our mountain towns have distinctive personalities, with accomplished locals, pasts steeped 
in Old West history and loads of charm, especially when covered in snow.

3. We have the highest-altitude collection of peaks in the continental U.S., which gives us our 
powdery snow, the longest ski runs, the longest ski season and unbeatable views.

4. Colorado offers the full range of snowy activities – everything from skiing and boarding 
to snowmobiling, ice climbing, snowshoeing, winter sightseeing, or simply relaxing in a hot 
springs or bright sunshine after a day of play.

5. We’re family-friendly, with plenty of easier runs and ski schools. Plus with family-friendly 
activities including sleigh rides, tubing and ice skating, everyone in the family is bound to 
find a way to play in the snow.

6. We offer everything from outdoor adventure to urban adventure, including a world-class 
culinary scene featuring award-winning restaurants, locally sourced ingredients and an 
exciting liquid arts scene.

7. We have a diverse collection of 28 ski resorts, offering everything from backcountry skiing  
to world-famed resort experiences. 

8. Our locals are taking the lead nationally to keep Colorado amazing. Whether private equity, 
non-profit or government-based, committed Coloradans are creating change to protect 
Snow’s Perfect State.
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HERE ARE A FEW THOUGHT STARTERS ON HOW TO 
INCORPORATE SNOW’S PERFECT STATE ACROSS 

YOUR WINTER CAMPAIGN MATERIALS. 
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CALL TO THE INDUSTRY
Snow’s Perfect State is a line that industry partners helped create – and can rally behind to 
join in promoting Colorado as a superior winter destination. 

Rather than hinging on a single activity or place, it is a multi-dimensional, open-ended line 
that represents the state as a whole.

The Colorado Tourism Office invites partners to display this line in as many consumer-facing 
media as possible. The more a potential visitor sees and hears about Colorado in connection 
with “Snow’s Perfect State,” the greater the impact will be. Plus, when we all align around a 
single message, we build a stronger competitive edge for Colorado.
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THOUGHT STARTERS:
EMAIL MARKETING

Find out more about Snow’s Perfect State

Include a footer at the bottom of your email 
marketing materials directing viewers to learn 
more about Snow’s Perfect State.
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THOUGHT STARTERS:
WEBSITE SEO

Look for ways to include Snow’s Perfect State in 
your website’s SEO. This can simply be added 
as the location or be built into the line itself.
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Introduce Colorado’s new tagline on your social 
channels or repost Visit Colorado’s.

Please tag @VisitColorado and use the hashtag 
#ColoradoLive and #SnowsPerfectState.

Steamboatresort Up at dawn, getting ready for  
another amazing day in #SnowsPerfectState

THOUGHT STARTERS:
SOCIAL
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SWAG THAT WILL MAKE THIS TAGLINE  
OWNABLE FOR EVERY RESORT
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Our mark can live with any existing partner 
collateral such as resort lanyards, lift tickets 
and lapel pins.

THOUGHT STARTERS:
CO BRANDED SWAG
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